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POWER-CONSUMING FACLITIES ASA 
SOURCE OF RESERVE POWER 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation application of and claims 
priority to U.S. application Ser. No. 12/769,723, filed on Apr. 
29, 2010, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated 
by reference. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The following disclosure relates to the use of a power 
distributionarchitecture for using power-consuming facilities 
as a source of reserve power for an electric utility grid. 

BACKGROUND 

The popularity and simplicity of sharing information over 
networks, such as the Internet, has resulted in demand for data 
processing and storage capacity to Support high network traf 
fic Volume. One mechanism to address this need may be 
referred to as a data center. In the context of the Internet, a data 
center may provide processing, storage, and Support func 
tions that improve performance or enhance the utility of the 
Internet. Data centers may also be deployed in other contexts. 
Financial institutions, for example, may employ one or more 
data centers to store financial account and transaction infor 
mation. In general, data centers employ multiple computing 
nodes that use power Supplied from the electric utility grid. 

SUMMARY 

In one aspect, a system includes a power-consuming, at 
least one energy storage device, and a power management 
system. The facility is configured to receive electrical power 
from an electric utility grid. The energy storage device is 
located at the power consuming facility and is configured to 
store electrical energy from the electrical power received 
from the electric utility grid. The power management system 
is configured to receive, from the electric utility grid, a 
request that indicates an amount of power and, in response to 
the request, to cause at least a portion of the power-consuming 
facility to be powered by the at least one energy storage 
device rather than the power received from the electric utility 
grid Such that an amount of the received power consumed by 
the power-consuming facility is reduced by at least the indi 
cated amount. 

Implementations may include one or more of the following 
features. For example, the indicated amount of power may be 
equal to an amount of power needed to maintain a grid fre 
quency of the electric utility grid at a predetermined value. 
The power-consuming facility may be a computer data center. 
The power-consuming facility may include multiple comput 
ing devices and, to cause at least a portion of the power 
consuming facility to be powered by the at least one energy 
storage device rather than the power received from the elec 
tric utility grid, the power management system may be con 
figured to determine one or more of the computing devices 
that will consume at least the indicated amount of power and 
cause at least Some of the determined computing devices to be 
powered by the energy storage device rather than the power 
received from the electric utility grid. The power manage 
ment system may be configured to determine an amount by 
which power consumed by the power-consuming facility can 
be reduced, and send a message to the electric utility grid 
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2 
indicating the amount of by which power consumed by the 
power-consuming facility can be reduced. 
The energy storage device may include multiple energy 

storage devices, each of the energy storage devices being 
connected to a computing device such that the power man 
agement system is able to cause the computing device to be 
powered by the energy storage device rather than the power 
received from the electric utility grid. To cause at least a 
portion of the power-consuming facility to be powered by the 
energy storage device rather than the power received from the 
electric utility grid, the power management system may be 
configured to determine a set of the computing devices that 
will consume at least the indicated amount of power and 
cause at least Some of the computing devices in the set to be 
powered by the connected energy storage devices rather than 
the power received from the electric utility grid. To determine 
the set of computing devices that will consume at least the 
indicated amount of power, the power management system 
may be configured to determine a set of computing devices 
that will consume an amount of power in excess of the indi 
cated amount of power, the amount of power in excess of the 
indicated amount of power being based on an expected failure 
rate of the energy storage devices. To determine the set of the 
computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power, the power management system may be 
configured to determine a set of computing devices that will 
consume at least the indicated amount of power based on one 
or more models of power consumed by the computing devices 
for a given utilization. To determine an amount by which 
power consumed by the power-consuming facility can be 
reduced, the power management system may be configured to 
determine which of the computing devices can be powered by 
the connected energy storage device because the computing 
devices are not needed to perform scheduled operations and 
the connected energy storage device does not need to be 
recharged. 

In another aspect, a method includes receiving electrical 
power at a power-consuming facility from an electric utility 
grid; storing energy from the received power in at least one 
energy storage device located at the power consuming facil 
ity; receiving, from the electric utility grid, a request that 
indicates an amount of power, and in response to the request, 
causing at least a portion of the power-consuming facility to 
be powered by the at least one energy storage device rather 
than the power received from the electric utility grid such that 
an amount of the received power consumed by the power 
consuming facility is reduced by at least the indicated 
amount. 

Implementations may include one or more of the following 
features. The indicated amount of power may be equal to an 
amount of power needed to maintain a grid frequency of the 
electric utility grid at a predetermined value. The power 
consuming facility may be a computer data center. The 
power-consuming facility may include multiple computing 
devices and causing at least a portion of the power-consuming 
facility to be powered by the at least one energy storage 
device rather than the power received from the electric utility 
grid may include determining one or more of the computing 
devices that will consume at least the indicated amount of 
power and causing at least some of the determined computing 
devices to be powered by the energy storage device rather 
than the power received from the electric utility grid. 
The energy storage device may include multiple energy 

storage devices, each of the energy storage devices being 
connected to a computing device Such that causing at least a 
portion of the power-consuming facility to be powered by the 
at least one energy storage device comprises causing the 
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computing device to be powered by the energy storage device 
rather than the power received from the electric utility grid. 
Causing at least a portion of the power-consuming facility to 
be powered by the at least one energy storage device rather 
than the power received from the electric utility grid may 
include determining a set of the computing devices that will 
consume at least the indicated amount of power and causing 
at least some of the computing devices in the set to be pow 
ered by the connected energy storage devices rather than the 
power received from the electric utility grid. Determining the 
set of computing devices that will consume at least the indi 
cated amount of power may include determining a set of 
computing devices that will consume an amount of power in 
excess of the indicated amount of power, the amount of power 
in excess of the indicated amount of power being based on an 
expected failure rate of the energy storage devices. Determin 
ing the set of the computing devices that will consume at least 
the indicated amount of power may include determining a set 
of computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power based on one or more models of power 
consumed by the computing devices for a given utilization. 
Determining an amount by which power consumed by the 
power-consuming facility can be reduced may include deter 
mining which of the computing devices can be powered by 
the connected energy storage device because the computing 
devices are not needed to perform scheduled operations and 
the connected energy storage device does not need to be 
recharged. 
The method may further include determining an amount by 

which power consumed by the power-consuming facility can 
be reduced, and sending a message to the electric utility grid 
indicating the amount of by which power consumed by the 
power-consuming facility can be reduced. 

In yet another aspect, a system includes a power-consum 
ing facility configured to receive electrical power from an 
electric utility grid and to receive, from the electric utility 
grid, a request for an amount of additional power for the 
electric utility grid and a means for reducing an amount of the 
received power consumed by the power-consuming facility 
by at least the requested amount. 

The details of one or more implementations are set forth in 
the accompanying drawings and the description below. Other 
features and advantages will be apparent from the description 
and drawings, and from the claims. 

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a 
power distributionarchitecture for the distribution of electri 
cal power to consumers, including a data center. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a 
power distribution architecture in which a data center can be 
called upon to provide spinning reserve power to the electric 
utility grid. 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a pro 
cess that may be performed for using stored electrical energy 
as a spinning reserve. 

FIG. 4 is a timeline diagram illustrating an example of 
interactions between a power utility and a data center for 
using stored energy as reserve power. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an example of a generic 
computer system. 

Like reference symbols in the various drawings indicate 
like elements. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a 
power distribution architecture 100 for the distribution of 
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4 
electrical power to consumers, including a computer data 
center 105. The power distribution architecture 100 includes 
the computer data center 105, a collection of structures 110 
(e.g., homes, businesses, Schools), and a collection of com 
mercial facilities 115 (e.g., factories, refineries, airports, sta 
diums). The computer data center 105, the structures 110, and 
commercial facilities 115 consume electric energy (e.g., AC 
power) supplied by an electric utility 130. 

In general, the electric utility 130 is responsible not only 
for generating and for distributing alternating current (AC) 
electrical power, but also for maintaining the quality of that 
electrical power. AC power is typically generated using rotary 
generators to create a stable line frequency, which is typically 
60 Hz in the United States. Sudden increases in electrical 
loads can affect the rotary speed of generators, thereby caus 
ing the AC frequency of the power they produce to vary until 
the electric utility 130 can bring additional generating capac 
ity online to satisfy the increased demand. 

Bringing additional generating capacity online, however, 
may require time. In some situations, additional generating 
capacity may be available by increasing the power output of 
the generators already connected to the power system by 
increasing the torque applied to the generator's rotor. This 
additional capacity is sometimes referred to as 'spinning 
reserve. In other situations, a Supplemental reserve of extra 
generating capacity may be provided with non-spinning gen 
erators that may be brought online. It may take seconds to 
minutes (or longer) to adjust and stabilize a spinning reserve, 
or to bring a Supplemental reserve online, during which time 
the grid frequency can remain in a deteriorated State. 
One way to reduce the amount of time needed to bring a 

supplemental reserve online is to keep one or more supple 
mental generators spinning and synchronized with but dis 
connected from the grid. Since this generating capacity is 
kept available offline, it may only take moments for the elec 
tric utility 130 to bring that additional capacity online and 
restore the grid frequency. Having Such spinning Supplemen 
tal generating capacity generally comes with associated 
operational costs (e.g., fuel, maintenance, personnel) that can 
increase the cost of power for consumers, reduce the power 
utilities profits, and waste natural resources such as coal and 
natural gas fuels. 
One solution that can provide additional reserve power to 

the power utility is to use electrical energy stored in the 
computer data center 105. Such energy is typically stored in 
the computer data center 105 to provide backup powerfor the 
computer data center's operations in the event of a power 
outage (e.g., a blackout) or sag (e.g., a brownout). Such elec 
trical energy may be made available to the electric utility 130 
quickly by Switching at least Some of the computer data 
center's 105 operations over to use stored power, thus reduc 
ing the computer data center's 105 power consumption for a 
period during which the electric utility 130 may readjust its 
generating capacity to stabilize the grid frequency. In some 
implementations, the computer data center 105 may be able to 
reduce its power consumption quickly, possibly more quickly 
than offline generators or even spinning reserves may be 
activated, while avoiding the overhead expenses associated 
with operating Supplemental generators. 

In Some implementations, making Such stored power avail 
able to the electric utility 130 may hold benefits for both the 
electric utility 130 and the computer data center 105. Most 
apparently, the operators of the computer data center 105 may 
be able to negotiate a financial arrangement with the electric 
utility 130, wherein the computer data center 105 may receive 
payment for making its stored power available for stabilizing 
the grid frequency, while the electric utility 130 may be able 
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to reduce or eliminate the need for some forms of additional 
generating capacity and better maintain the quality of the 
power on the grid. In another example, the computer data 
center 105 may selectively use stored energy while testing 
energy storage systems (e.g. to proactively check for compo 
nents that may fail underuse or to estimate storage capacity as 
components age) or while performing maintenance on the 
energy storage systems (e.g., periodically “exercising 
rechargeable batteries to reduce memory effects). In some 
implementations, these testing or maintenance operations 
may be performed as part of making additional power avail 
able to the electric utility 130, thereby potentially causing 
Such routine operations to at least partly become sources of 
revenue for the computer data center 105. 

In the case of the computer data center 105, the AC power 
is at least partly used to operate a number of racks 125A, 
125B, and 125C. Each of the racks may 125A-125C include 
a number of modular rack-mounted bases (which may also be 
referred to as trays). A tray may include an uninterruptible 
power supply (UPS) and a computer motherboard. Examples 
of racks that may be used as the racks 125A-125C will be 
discussed with respect to FIG. 2. 
The power load created by the computer data center 105, 

the structures 110, and the commercial facilities 115 typically 
varies gradually from hour to hour, or day to day. For 
example, air conditioners may increase the use of electricity 
during a hot Summer day, and lessen at night as outside 
temperatures cool. The electric utility 130 typically senses or 
anticipates these changes in electrical load, and adjusts the 
output of its generators to satisfy the demand. In some situa 
tions, however, changes in electrical load may occur more 
rapidly than the electric utility 130 can anticipate or accom 
modate. For example, a failure of a generator or a transmis 
sion line can place a Sudden and unexpected load upon the 
remaining operational generators. When an AC generator 
becomes overloaded, the generator's rotational speed may be 
slowed thereby causing the line frequency of the power the 
generator produces to be negatively affected until the genera 
tor's rotary torque can be increased or additional generators 
can be brought online to satisfy the additional electrical load 
and maintain a grid frequency of the electric utility grid at a 
predetermined value. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an example of a 
power distribution architecture 200 in which a computer data 
center 205 can be called upon to provide spinning reserve 
power to the electric utility grid. The system 200 includes a 
number of modular rack-mounted trays 210 that include an 
uninterruptible power supply (UPS) 215 and a computer 
motherboard 220. 

Efficient power delivery may be achieved by configuring 
the UPS 215 to perform the only AC-to-DC rectification that 
occurs between the AC mains power received from the elec 
tric utility grid and the DC power consumed by the mother 
board 220. In this example, AC mains refers to the AC power 
Source available at the point of use in the computer data center 
205. When received in the computer data center 205 at the 
UPS 215, the AC mains voltage is a substantially sinusoidal 
AC signal (e.g., 50 HZ, 60 HZ) that was generated, transmit 
ted, and distributed by the electric utility 230. The AC mains 
input voltage is converted to a single DC voltage on a DC bus 
that delivers operating power to the motherboard 220. In the 
event of a fault on the AC mains, a battery circuit 280 includ 
ing a battery 285 is electrically connected across the DC bus 
to supply operating power to the motherboard 220. 

In the depicted example, the computer data center 205 
includes a number of racks 225A, 225B that contain a number 
of the trays 210. The computer data center 205 also includes 
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6 
a power management system 227 communicably connected 
to the electric utility 230 by a communication link 228, and 
communicably connected to the UPS 215 by a power instruc 
tion line 229. Using the communication link 228, the electric 
utility 230 can communicate with the power management 
system 227 to send requests for reserve power, and to receive 
acknowledgement and update information from the power 
management system 227. The power management system 
227 can also use the communication link 228 to notify the 
electric utility 230 of an amount of reserve power available in 
the computer data center 205. For example, the power man 
agement system 227 may provide the electric utility 230 with 
periodic updates regarding the amount of available reserve 
power, and the electric utility may use this information when 
determining how much reserve power to request from the 
computer data center 205. 

In another example, the power management system 227 
may use the communication link 228 to respond to requests 
for reserve power or information about the amount of reserve 
power available from the computer data center 205. In 
response to such requests, the power management system 227 
may provide acknowledgements of reserve power requests, 
information that describes the estimated amount of available 
reserve power, the actual (e.g., measured) amount of reserve 
power achieved when reserve power is used, information 
about how long reserve power may be made available, or 
combinations of these and other kinds of information that can 
describe reserve power conditions or availability. 

Using the power instruction line 229, the power manage 
ment system 227 can communicate with the UPS 215 to 
obtain operational information (e.g., capacity, power load, 
diagnostics, status) or to command the UPS 215 to switch 
between AC voltage and energy stored in the UPS 215 to 
power the motherboard 220. In some implementations, the 
power instruction line 229 may be established using a dedi 
cated (e.g., hard wired) connection between the power man 
agement system 227 and the UPS 215, or the power instruc 
tion line 229 may be established using a shared 
communication infrastructure. Such as a network connection 
240 or an RF network. 

In some implementations, the communication link 228 
may be a dedicated (e.g., private line, leased line) communi 
cation link. For example, the communication link 228 may be 
a dedicated T1 line, a private satellite uplink, an ATM link, or 
other communications link that may be substantially used for 
communications between only the power utility and the 
power management system 227. In some implementations, 
the communication link 228 may be established using a pub 
lic or private network. For example, the communication link 
228 may be made over the Internet, a telephone network, a 
cellular network, or by using RF transceivers. In yet other 
implementations, the communication link 228 may be estab 
lished over the utility grid. For example, power line commu 
nications may be used to multiplex the communication link 
228 as a data signal carried by the AC mains signal. 

In the depicted example, electrical power is distributed to 
each rack 225. In some implementations, the racks 225A 
225B may be powered by three phase AC power line voltages 
that are delivered to the computer data center 205 from an 
electric utility 230. The AC power line voltages delivered to 
each of the racks 225A-225B may originate from an AC 
generator (e.g., operated by the electric utility 230). The AC 
Voltage signals, which are substantially sinusoidal, may be 
transmitted to a distribution point, such as a Substation (not 
shown) in the utility grid, for example. The power line volt 
ages (e.g., 480 V line-to-line) may be distributed from the 
substation to the computer data center 205. In the computer 
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data center 205, individual phase voltages (e.g., 208 V line 
to-neutral) may be routed to the individual racks 225A-225B. 
Suitable AC-to-AC transformers (not shown) may be 
employed, as necessary, to deliver the AC power at a specified 
AC voltage. For example, step-down transformers may trans 
form AC power from high voltage levels suitable for trans 
mission to levels that can be substantially directly applied to 
the UPS 215. In some three phase configurations, for 
example, Such transformers may make appropriate transfor 
mations between WYE and DELTA connections if required. 

Unless otherwise indicated, references to AC voltages are 
understood to refer to Substantially sinusoidal Voltages, and 
Voltage amplitudes are understood to refer to root mean 
square (r.m.s.) values. The utility 230 may deliver substan 
tially symmetric three phase Voltages suitable for powering 
Substantially balanced three phase loads. 

Each of the trays 210 in the depicted example is coupled to 
the network connection 240. The network connection 240 
provides an information channel to a network 245, which may 
include, for example, a local area network, virtual private 
network, wide area network (e.g., the Internet), or a combi 
nation of such networks, which may be wired, fiber optic, 
and/or wireless. A remote computer 250 represents one of 
many possible devices that could communicate data directly 
or indirectly with one or more trays 210 to access, store, 
process, and/or retrieve information using a processor 260 
and associated memory 265 on the motherboard 220. In some 
implementations, additional processors (e.g., servers) may 
facilitate Such communication. For example, the remote com 
puter device 250 may be included in a server, a desktop 
computer, a laptop computer, and/or a handheld processor 
based device. One or more servers may pre- or post-process, 
Supervise, route, and/or balance the flow of data associated 
with the communication. 

In various implementations, the motherboard 220 may 
include two, three, four, or any other practicable number of 
processors 260. In some implementations, the motherboard 
220 may be replaced with tray of data storage devices (e.g., 
hard disc drives, flash memory, RAM, or any of these or other 
types of memory in combination). In such implementations, 
the data storage devices and the UPS 215 with the battery 
circuit 280 may be supported on the tray 210. In various 
implementations, a digital processor may include any com 
bination of analog and/or digital logic circuits, which may be 
integrated or discrete, and may further include programmable 
and/or programmed devices that may execute instructions 
stored in a memory. The memory 265 may include volatile 
and/or non-volatile memory that may be read and/or written 
to by the processor 260. The motherboard 220 may further 
include some or all of a central processor unit(s) (CPU), 
memory (e.g., cache, non-volatile, flash), and/or disk drives, 
for example, along with various memories, chip sets, and 
associated Support circuitry. 

In some implementations, the motherboard 220 may pro 
vide one or more DC-to-DC converters to convert the DC bus 
Voltage to a Suitable Voltage for operating the circuitry in the 
motherboard 220. For example, one or more DC-to-DC con 
Verters may provide regulated output Voltages, which may 
include, for example, a +3.3 VDC power signal, a +5 VDC 
power signal, a -5 VDC power signal, a +12 VDC power 
signal, and a -12 VDC power signal. 

In one implementation, the processor 260 and the memory 
265 on the motherboard 220 may form at least a part of a 
processing system configured to handle network operations. 
As an illustrative example, the motherboard 220 may help to 
process Internet requests. The motherboard may process 
information either alone or in combination with other parallel 
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8 
processes running on other processor-based devices, such as 
one or more other trays 210 in the computer data center 205. 
An AC input Voltage signal is delivered to each of the trays 

210 to be processed by the UPS 215. In some examples, the 
AC input Voltage signal may be received from the AC mains. 
The UPS 215 includes an AC-to-DC converter 270 that con 
verts the AC input Voltage signal to a regulated DC voltage. 
The converter 270 outputs the regulated DC voltage onto a 
DC bus 275. In some implementations, the AC-to-DC con 
verter 270 may regulate the DC voltage to a static set point. In 
Some other implementations, the set point may be dynami 
cally determined. The set point, whether dynamic or static, 
may be based on a characteristic of the battery. 
The AC-to-DC converter 270 may maintain voltage regu 

lation on the DC bus 275 when the AC input voltage signal is 
in a normal range. A normal range for a typical sinusoidal AC 
signal may be specified in various ways. For example, one or 
more thresholds may be specified between about 80 V and 
500 V for grid frequencies that may be between about 40 Hz 
and 1000 Hz, such as around 50 Hz, 60 Hz, 100 Hz, 200 Hz, 
300 Hz, 400 Hz, or 500 Hz, and up to about 1000 Hz or more. 
As an illustrative example, for a 120 V nominal AC input 

Voltage signal, a fault may be identified if the AC peak input 
voltage falls below a first threshold of 90 V in any half cycle, 
or if ther.m. s. voltage drops below a second threshold of 100 
V for a predetermined amount of time. Fault conditions may 
include, without limitation, blackouts, brownouts, Voltage 
sags, Surges, instabilities related to Switchgear operation, or 
other electrical transient associated with the AC mains. In 
Some implementations, a fault condition may cause or poten 
tially cause improper operation of a processing unit in the DC 
load, for example, if the AC-to-DC converter 270 is unable to 
maintain adequate regulation of the Voltage on the DC bus 
275, and/or to supply sufficient current to operate the DC 
loads serviced by the DC bus 275. 
The power instruction line 229 is delivered to each of the 

trays 210 to be processed by the UPS 215. The power instruc 
tion line 229 communicably connects the UPS 215 to the 
power management system 227. Using the power instruction 
line 229, the power management system 227 can communi 
cate with the UPS 215 to control a Switch 290. The Switch 290 
controllably connects the motherboard 220 to receive DC 
power from either the AC-DC converter 270 or the battery 
circuit 280. In some implementations, when the switch 290 is 
configured to power the motherboard 220 from the battery 
circuit 280, the battery circuit 280 may be substantially dis 
connected from the AC-DC converter 270. For example, 
when the motherboard 220 is running off power supplied by 
the battery circuit 280, the amount of power consumed from 
the AC Voltage input signal may be substantially reduced to 
ZO. 

If the AC input Voltage signal falls outside of a normal 
range. Such as during a fault condition, the power manage 
ment system 227 may use the power instruction line 229 to 
send a signal to Some or all of the trays to Switch to their 
corresponding battery circuit 280. Similarly, when a request 
is received from the electric utility 230 for power, the power 
management system 227 may use the power instruction line 
229 to send a signal to some or all of the trays to switch to their 
corresponding battery circuit 280. 

In response to receiving the signal from the power man 
agement system 227, the switch 290 may be configured to 
connect the battery circuit 280 across the DC bus 275 so that 
the motherboard 220 operates using power from the battery 
circuit 280. The battery 285 may continue to provide operat 
ing power to the circuits on the motherboard 220 until the 
battery 285 substantially discharges. The battery circuit 280 
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may include circuitry capable of controlling the charging 
and/or discharging of the battery across the DC bus 275 in 
various operating modes. 

In some implementations, the power instruction line 229 
may be used by the UPS 215 to provide status information to 
the power management system 227. For example, the UPS 
215 may communicate information regarding the operational 
state (e.g., on, off, on battery power), Voltage levels, current 
levels, power line frequency, power quality (e.g., noise, sta 
bility), battery capacity, battery health, estimated battery run 
times, or other information that can describe the operational 
Status of the UPS 215. 
The electric utility 230 can communicate with the power 

management system 227 to request a reduction in power 
consumption. For example, the electric utility 230 may expe 
rience an unexpected increase in power load that may nega 
tively impact the AC frequency of the electricity produced by 
the electric utility 230. In order to quickly reduce the electri 
cal load until additional generating capacity can be brought 
online, the electric utility 230 can request a load reduction 
from the computer data center 205. In some implementations, 
the computer data center 205 can satisfy Such a request 
quickly by using the power management system 227 to selec 
tively switch one or more of the racks 225A-225B from AC 
voltage over to power supplied by the UPS 215. This may 
allow the computer data center 205 to temporarily reduce its 
load to help the electric utility 230 restore the quality of the 
electric utility grid frequency, and contribute to keeping the 
electrical load reduced long enough for the electric utility 230 
to bring additional generating capacity online. Processes for 
requesting and granting Such reductions in received power are 
discussed in the descriptions of FIGS. 3 and 4. 

In some implementations, the power management system 
227 may periodically poll the UPS 215 to determine the 
amount of reserve power that the UPS 215 can provide. In 
Some implementations, the power management system 227 
may periodically communicate the amount of reserve power 
available in the UPS 215, or the total amount of reserve power 
available in the computer data center 205, to the electric 
utility 230 using the communications link 228. For example, 
by proactively updating the electric utility 230 with informa 
tion describing the amount of reserve power that is available 
in the computer data center 205, the electric utility 230 may 
more quickly determine what combination of corrective 
actions (e.g., requesting reserve power, Switching in reserve 
generators) may correcta frequency fluctuation most quickly 
or economically. 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example of a pro 
cess that may be performed for using stored electrical energy 
as a spinning reserve. In some implementations, the process 
300 may be used by the systems 100 and 200 of FIGS. 1 and 
2. The process 300 begins by obtaining electrical energy from 
an electric utility (310). For example, the electric utility 230 
may use generators to energize an electrical grid that carries 
AC power to various power consuming facilities, such as the 
computer data center 205, industrial and commercial facili 
ties, and homes. The electrical energy is then used to energize 
a power consuming facility (320). An example of Such a 
power consuming facility can be the computer data center 
205, which may use at least some of the electrical energy 
produced by the electric utility 230 to energize the trays 210. 

At least a portion of the electrical energy is also stored in 
energy storage devices (330). In some implementations, an 
example of energy storage devices may be the UPS 215. For 
example, the computer data center 205 may obtain electrical 
energy to Substantially simultaneously power the racks 225A 
225B as well as charge the batteries 285 of the racks. In some 
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implementations, the energy storage devices may store 
energy in devices other than batteries. For example, electrical 
energy may be stored using capacitors. In other examples, 
electrical energy may be reversibly transformed into and 
stored as thermal, chemical, biological, electrochemical, 
mechanical, or potential energy. Energy storage devices may 
include flywheels, thermal reservoirs, compressed air energy 
storage (CAES) devices, springs, pumped storage devices, 
molten salt batteries, steam accumulators, or combinations of 
these or other systems that can store and retrieve electrical 
energy or electrical energy transformed into another form of 
energy that may be stored and later transformed back into 
electrical energy. 

In some situations, such as when the electric utility expe 
riences a Sudden increase in electrical load, the electric utility 
may communicate with the power consuming facility to 
request a reduction in the facility’s received power. If no 
request for power is received from the electric utility (340), 
then the facility continues to obtain power from the electric 
utility (310). 

If, however, a request for power is received from the utility 
(340), then the power consuming facility responds by pow 
ering at least a portion of the facility using power provided by 
the energy storage devices (350). For example, the electric 
utility 230 may use the communications link 228 to issue a 
request for reserve energy to the power management system 
227 in the computer data center 205. In some implementa 
tions, the computer data center 205 may respond to Such a 
received request by signaling the UPS 215 to switch from 
powering the racks 225A-225B with AC power to powering 
the racks 225A-225B using power stored in the UPS 215 or 
other energy storage devices. In some implementations, the 
amount of power reserve power used to power the racks 
225A-225B may be equal to the amount of power needed to 
maintain the frequency of the electric utility grid at a prede 
termined value (e.g., 60 Hz or 50 Hz). 

In some implementations, the power management system 
227 may determine one or more of the racks 225A-225B that 
will consume at least the requested amount of additional 
power received from the electric utility 230, and cause at least 
some of the racks 225A-225B to be powered by the UPS 215 
rather than by obtaining power from the electric utility 230. 
For example, the power management system 227 may deter 
mine that the rack 225A is consuming 10 kW of power and 
that the rack 225B is consuming 20 kW of power. If the 
electric utility 230 requests a 9 kW reduction in received 
power, then the power management system 227 may power 
the rack 225A from stored power while keeping the rack 
225B operating on AC power; whereas if the power manage 
ment server 230 receives (340) a request for 18 kW of reserve 
power, then the rack 225B may configured to be powered 
from the UPS 215 while the rack 225A operates on AC power. 

In some implementations, two or more energy storage 
devices may be used to at least partly power the facility. 
Multiple batteries, capacitors, flywheels, or other energy stor 
age devices may be used in combination to power the racks 
225A-225B from stored energy rather than from power 
obtained from the electric utility grid. In some implementa 
tions, at least a portion of the power-consuming facility may 
be powered by the at least one energy storage device rather 
than the power received from the electric utility grid, and the 
power management system 227 may be configured to deter 
mine a set of computing devices that will consume at least the 
requested amount of additional power and cause at least some 
of the computing devices in the set to be powered by the 
connected energy storage devices rather than the power 
received from the electric utility grid. 
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For example, the electric utility 230 may request a 25 kW 
reduction in power consumption, and the power management 
system 227 may respond by configuring the racks 225A and 
225B to both be powered from stored energy, which may 
resultina total reduction of 30 kW, which exceeds the 25kW 
requested amount of additional power. In use, the requested 
and available amounts of additional power, and the number 
and possible combinations of racks may be significantly 
larger. 

FIG. 4 is a timeline diagram illustrating an example of 
interactions between a power utility and a computer data 
center for using stored energy as reserve power. More spe 
cifically, the electric utility 402 communicates with a power 
management system 404 within the computer data center. In 
some implementations, the process 400 may be carried out by 
the system 200 of FIG. 2. For example, the electric utility 402 
may be the electric utility 230, and the power management 
system 404 may be the power management system 227. 
The process 400 begins when the power management sys 

tem. 404 estimates a UPS switchover failure rate (408). In 
Some examples, when the power management system 404 
requests a UPS, such as the UPS 406, to switch from ener 
gizing power-consuming equipment using AC power to using 
stored energy, there is a chance that the UPS 406 may not 
perform the switchover successfully. For example, the UPS 
406 may not receive the switchover request due to a commu 
nications problem between the power management system 
404 and the UPS406, or the UPS406 may be experiencing an 
internal malfunction making the UPS 406 unresponsive (e.g., 
the internal electronics are “locked up'). In another example, 
the UPS 406 may determine that switchover requests should 
be ignored because a detected internal fault (e.g., a bad bat 
tery) or a lack of adequate reserve power (e.g., the battery is 
discharged) may cause equipment drawing power from the 
UPS 406 to go offline if switched over to reserve power. 
The power management system 404 then estimates an 

available power reduction (410). In some implementations, 
the power management system 404 may estimate the avail 
able power reduction (410) by reading measurements of the 
amount of power being consumed by devices drawing power 
from the UPS 406 (e.g., by querying the UPS 406 or by 
obtaining Such measurements from ammeters located at vari 
ous points around the computer data center). 

In other implementations, the power management system 
404 may estimate the available power reduction by modeling 
the power consumption of the devices that draw power from 
the UPS 406. For example, a server may be estimated to use 
200W when substantially idle (e.g., overhead power needed 
to energize Volatile memory and basic circuitry, to operate 
cooling fans at their lowest speed), and to use incrementally 
more power as the server's computing load is increased to its 
Substantially maximum computing capacity in which the 
server uses 1000W of power (e.g., when multiple processors 
are running at full capacity and cooling fans running at full 
speed). 
The power management system 404 may also be capable of 

estimating the current oranticipated computing loads that the 
servers may process. For example, historical or statistical data 
may be used to mathematically project computing loads on a 
day-to-day or hour-to-hour basis by drawing upon trends 
observed in the past. In another example, records of Sched 
uled operations may be used as part of a determination that 
may anticipate the computer data center's computing loads. 
Estimating the computing loads and the power that may be 
needed to process the loads permits the power management 
system 404 to estimate the amount of power that is likely to be 
consumed by the computer data center. 
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The available power reduction may be estimated (410) by 

combining the estimated power consumption of the data cen 
ter and the estimated UPS switchover failure rate. For 
example, if the data center's servers are estimated to be draw 
ing 1 MW of power, and the power management system 404 
estimates a 10% switchover failure rate, the available power 
reduction may be estimated to be 1 MW-(1 MW*0.1) or 900 
kW. 
The power management system 404 then determines the 

servers needed to provide the available power reduction 
(412). For example, the power management system 404 may 
identify the servers not needed to satisfy the current orantici 
pated computing load, and prioritize those servers as candi 
dates for UPS Switchover if needed. 
The power management system 404 then notifies the elec 

tric utility 402 of the estimated available power reduction 
(414). In some implementations, the power management sys 
tem. 404 may perform the steps 408-414 on a continual or 
periodic basis to keep the electric utility notified of the avail 
able power reduction that the data center may be able to 
provide on a Substantially real time basis. 
At some point in time, the electric utility determines a 

fluctuation in the frequency of the AC power produced by the 
electric utility (416). In some implementations, the frequency 
fluctuation may becaused by a Sudden or unexpected increase 
in the electrical load placed upon the electric utility’s genera 
tors. The electric utility 402 then requests a power reduction 
from the power management system 404 (418). In some 
implementations, the power management system 404 may 
perform the steps 408-414 in response to receiving the request 
for a power reduction. 
The power management system 404 responds to the 

request by determining the servers needed to provide the 
requested power reduction (420). In some implementations, 
the power management system 404 may be configured to 
determine a set of computing devices that will consume at 
least the requested amount of additional power based on one 
or more models of power consumed by the computing devices 
for a given utilization. For example, a server may be estimated 
to use 200 W when substantially idle (e.g., overhead power 
needed to energize Volatile memory and basic circuitry, and to 
operate cooling fans at their lowest speed), and use incremen 
tally more power as the server's computing load is increased 
to its substantially maximum computing capacity in which 
the server uses 1000 W of power (e.g., multiple processors 
running at full capacity and cooling fans running at full 
speed). 
The power management system 404 may also be capable of 

estimating the current oranticipated computing loads that the 
servers may process. For example, historical or statistical data 
may be used to mathematically project computing loads on a 
day-to-day or hour-to-hour basis by drawing upon trends 
observed in the past. 

In another example, records of scheduled operations may 
be used as part of a determination that may anticipate the 
computer data center's computing loads. In addition, the 
power management system 227 may take into account the 
estimated UPS switchover failure rate, and therefore select 
enough servers to provide the requested power even if some 
of the UPS switchovers fail. By estimating the computing 
loads and the power that may be needed to process the loads, 
the power management system 404 may be able to determine, 
taking into account the UPS switchover failure rate, a collec 
tion of servers that may be switched over to reserve power to 
satisfy the request for reserve power from the electric utility 
402. 
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In some implementations, the UPS 406 may include mul 
tiple energy storage devices (e.g., multiple batteries, capaci 
tors, flywheels, or combinations of these or other energy 
storage devices), and each of the energy storage devices may 
be connected to one or more computing devices (e.g., servers) 
Such that the power management system 404 may be able to 
cause the computing devices to be powered by the energy 
storage device rather than the power received from the elec 
tric utility 402. 

Furthermore, the power management system 404 may 
determine an amount by which power consumed by the 
power-consuming facility can be reduced, the power manage 
ment system 404 may be configured to determine which of the 
computing devices can be powered by the connected energy 
storage device because the computing devices are not needed 
to perform scheduled operations and the connected energy 
storage device does not need to be recharged. For example, 
once energy storage devices such as the UPS 406 are 
depleted, they generally either need to consume power from 
the electric utility 402 to recover, or go offline taking their 
respective servers offline as well. 
The power management system 404 then requests the UPS 

406 to switch over from AC voltage to reserve (e.g., battery) 
power (422). In some implementations, the request may be 
communicated using the power instruction line 229. In 
response, the UPS 406 Switches from AC power to reserve 
power (424) to energize the equipment connected to the UPS, 
Such as the racks 225A-225B. The UPS 406 then acknowl 
edges the Switchover to the power management system 404 
(426). 
The power management system 404 uses the acknowledge 

ment received from the UPS (or more typically the acknowl 
edgements received from multiple UPSs) to determine an 
actual power reduction that has been achieved (428). For 
example, the power management server 404 may calculate a 
total of the estimated or measured power consumed by the 
servers connected to UPSs that have acknowledged success 
ful switchovers. 

In some implementations, the power management system 
404 may determine that alternative servers need to be deter 
mined (420) to provide the requested power reduction. For 
example, some UPSs may refuse or fail to respond to the 
Switchover requestand may continue to draw AC Voltage. The 
power management system 404 may then determine addi 
tional servers needed to provide the requested power reduc 
tion not satisfied by the failed UPSs. 

For example, assume that the electric utility has requested 
a 1 MW power reduction and the power management system 
404 has identified and requested switchover to stored power 
by eleven UPSs that each provide 100 kW (i.e., 1.1 MW 
total). However, if two of those UPSs fail to switch over (e.g., 
200 kW continues to be drawn from AC power), the data 
center may only reduce its power consumption by 900 kW. 
The power management system 404 may then identify an 
additional two 100 kW UPSs to compensate for the two units 
that failed to switch over, and therefore ensure that the 1 MW 
total power reduction originally requested is provided. 

The power management system 404 then notifies the elec 
tric utility 402 of the actual power reduction (430). In some 
implementations, the electric utility 402 may use the infor 
mation provided in the notification to take additional actions 
to remedy the determined frequency fluctuation. For 
example, the electric utility 402 may determine that addi 
tional power reductions may need to be requested from addi 
tional data centers or other sources of reserve power. 

In some examples, the power management system 404 may 
determine that not all of the computer data center's servers are 
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14 
needed to satisfy the present or anticipated computing load. 
For example, the power management system 404 may allow 
the unneeded servers to run at their Substantially minimum 
power and computing capacities (e.g., running idle), or the 
power management system 404 take unneeded servers com 
pletely offline to reduce their power consumption. In such 
examples, the power management system 404 may allow a 
first server or group of servers to handle a computing load 
using stored energy until their respective UPSs are substan 
tially depleted, and then transfer that computing load to one of 
the Substantially idle servers or groups of servers to continue 
operating using stored energy while the first server or group 
of servers go offline and remain offline (e.g., so as to not 
consume AC power to recharge their energy storage devices). 
This process of selectively depleting Subgroups of energy 
storage devices may continue until the electric utility 402 
indicates that the reduction in power consumption is no 
longer needed or until the reserve power available in the 
computer data center is Substantially depleted, at which time 
the power management system 404 may switch at least some 
of the servers to operate using AC power from the electric 
utility 402, and/or recharge at least Some of the energy storage 
devices Such as the UPS 406. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of an example of a generic 
computer system 500. The system 500 can be used for the 
operations described in association with the methods 300 or 
400 according to various implementations. For example, the 
system 500 may be included in either or all of the tray 210, the 
power management system 227, the computer 250, and the 
racks 125A-125C. 
The system 500 includes a processor 510, a memory 520, a 

storage device 530, and an input/output device 540. Each of 
the components 510, 520, 530, and 540 are interconnected 
using a system bus 550. The processor 510 is capable of 
processing instructions for execution within the system 500. 
In one implementation, the processor 510 is a single-threaded 
processor. In another implementation, the processor 510 is a 
multi-threaded processor. The processor 510 is capable of 
processing instructions stored in the memory 520 or on the 
storage device 530 to display graphical information for a user 
interface on the input/output device 540. 
The memory 520 stores information within the system 500. 

In one implementation, the memory 520 is a computer-read 
able medium. In one implementation, the memory 520 is a 
Volatile memory unit. In another implementation, the 
memory 520 is a non-volatile memory unit. 
The storage device 530 is capable of providing mass stor 

age for the system 500. In one implementation, the storage 
device 530 is a computer-readable medium. In various differ 
ent implementations, the storage device 530 may be a floppy 
disk device, a hard disk device, an optical disk device, or a 
tape device. 
The input/output device 540 provides input/output opera 

tions for the system 500. In one implementation, the input/ 
output device 540 includes a keyboard and/or pointing 
device. In another implementation, the input/output device 
540 includes a display unit for displaying graphical user 
interfaces. 
The features described can be implemented in digital elec 

tronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware, Software, 
or in combinations of them. The apparatus can be imple 
mented in a computer program product tangibly embodied in 
an information carrier, e.g., in a machine-readable storage 
device or in a propagated signal, for execution by a program 
mable processor; and method steps can be performed by a 
programmable processor executing a program of instructions 
to perform functions of the described implementations by 
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operating on input data and generating output. The described 
features can be implemented advantageously in one or more 
computer programs that are executable on a programmable 
system including at least one programmable processor 
coupled to receive data and instructions from, and to transmit 
data and instructions to, a data storage system, at least one 
input device, and at least one output device. A computer 
program is a set of instructions that can be used, directly or 
indirectly, in a computer to perform a certain activity or bring 
about a certain result. A computer program can be written in 
any form of programming language, including compiled or 
interpreted languages, and it can be deployed in any form, 
including as a stand-alone program or as a module, compo 
nent, Subroutine, or other unit Suitable for use in a computing 
environment. 

Suitable processors for the execution of a program of 
instructions include, by way of example, both general and 
special purpose microprocessors, and the Sole processor or 
one of multiple processors of any kind of computer. Gener 
ally, a processor will receive instructions and data from a 
read-only memory or a random access memory or both. The 
essential elements of a computer area processor for executing 
instructions and one or more memories for storing instruc 
tions and data. Generally, a computer will also include, or be 
operatively coupled to communicate with, one or more mass 
storage devices for storing data files; Such devices include 
magnetic disks, such as internal hard disks and removable 
disks; magneto-optical disks; and optical disks. Storage 
devices Suitable for tangibly embodying computer program 
instructions and data include all forms of non-volatile 
memory, including by way of example semiconductor 
memory devices, such as EPROM, EEPROM, and flash 
memory devices; magnetic disks Such as internal hard disks 
and removable disks; magneto-optical disks; and CD-ROM 
and DVD-ROM disks. The processor and the memory can be 
Supplemented by, or incorporated in, ASICs (application 
specific integrated circuits). 
To provide for interaction with a user, the features can be 

implemented on a computer having a display device such as a 
CRT (cathode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) moni 
tor for displaying information to the user and a keyboard and 
a pointing device Such as a mouse or a trackball by which the 
user can provide input to the computer. 

The features can be implemented in a computer system that 
includes a back-end component, Such as a data server, or that 
includes a middleware component, such as an application 
server or an Internet server, or that includes a front-end com 
ponent, such as a client computer having a graphical user 
interface or an Internet browser, or any combination of them. 
The components of the system can be connected by any form 
or medium of digital data communication such as a commu 
nication network. Examples of communication networks 
include, e.g., a LAN, a WAN, and the computers and networks 
forming the Internet. 
The computer system can include clients and servers. A 

client and server are generally remote from each other and 
typically interact through a network, Such as the described 
one. The relationship of client and server arises by virtue of 
computer programs running on the respective computers and 
having a client-server relationship to each other. 

Although exemplary implementations have been described 
with reference to the figures, other implementations are pos 
sible. A number of implementations have been described. 
Nevertheless, it will be understood that various modifications 
may be made without departing from the spirit and scope. For 
example, advantageous results may beachieved if the steps of 
the disclosed techniques were performed in a different 
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sequence, if components in the disclosed systems were com 
bined in a different manner, or if the components were 
replaced or Supplemented by other components. The func 
tions and processes (including algorithms) may be performed 
in hardware, software, or a combination thereof, and some 
implementations may be performed on modules or hardware 
not identical to those described. Accordingly, other imple 
mentations are within the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
a power-consuming facility configured to receive electrical 

power from an electric utility grid; 
at least one energy storage device located at the power 

consuming facility, the energy storage device compris 
ing multiple energy storage devices configured to store 
electrical energy from the electrical power received 
from the electric utility grid and connect to computing 
devices such that a power management system is able to 
cause one or more of the computing devices to be pow 
ered by the energy storage devices; and, 

the power management system configured to: 
identify a collection of the computing devices that are 

not needed to perform scheduled operations; 
determine a first amount of power consumed by the 

collection of the computing devices; 
identify a collection of the connected energy storage 

devices that do not need to be recharged; 
determine a second amount of power consumed by the 

collection of the connected energy storage devices; 
determine a third amount of power by which power 
consumed by the power-consuming facility can be 
reduced based on the first amount and the second 
amount; and 

send a message based on the determined third amount of 
power by which power consumed by the power-con 
Suming facility can be reduced. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the power management 
system is further configured to receive an indication of an 
amount of power and, in response to the indication, cause at 
least a portion of the power-consuming facility to be powered 
by the at least one energy storage device rather than the power 
received from the electric utility grid such that an amount of 
the received power consumed by the power-consuming facil 
ity is reduced by at least the indicated amount. 

3. The system of claim 2 wherein the indicated amount of 
power is equal to an amount of power needed to maintain a 
grid frequency of the electric utility grid at a predetermined 
value. 

4. The system of claim 1 wherein the power-consuming 
facility is a computer data center. 

5. The system of claim 2 wherein the power-consuming 
facility comprises multiple computing devices and, to cause 
at least a portion of the power-consuming facility to be pow 
ered by the at least one energy storage device rather than the 
power received from the electric utility grid, the power man 
agement system is configured to determine one or more of the 
computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power and cause at least some of the determined 
computing devices to be powered by the energy storage 
device rather than the power received from the electric utility 
grid. 

6. The system of claim 2 wherein, to cause at least a portion 
of the power-consuming facility to be powered by the at least 
one energy storage device rather than the power received 
from the electric utility grid, the power management system is 
configured to determine a set of the computing devices that 
will consume at least the indicated amount of power and 
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cause at least some of the computing devices in the set to be 
powered by the connected energy storage devices rather than 
the power received from the electric utility grid. 

7. The system of claim 6 wherein, to determine the set of 
computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 5 
amount of power, the power management system is config 
ured to determine a set of computing devices that will con 
Sume an amount of power in excess of the indicated amount of 
power, the amount of power in excess of the indicated amount 
of power being based on an expected failure rate of the energy 10 
storage devices. 

8. The system of claim 6 wherein, to determine the set of 
the computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power, the power management system is config 
ured to determine a set of computing devices that will con 15 

Sume at least the indicated amount of power based on one or 
more models of power consumed by the computing devices 
for a given utilization. 

9. A method comprising: 
receiving electrical power at a power-consuming facility 

from an electric utility grid; 
storing energy from the received power in at least one 

energy storage device located at the power-consuming 
facility comprising multiple energy storage devices con 
figured to store electrical energy from the electrical 
power received from the electric utility grid and connect 
to computing devices such that a power management 
System is able to cause the computing devices to be 
powered by the energy storage devices; 

identifying a collection of the computing devices that are 
not needed to perform scheduled operations: 

determining a first amount of power consumed by the 
collection of the computing devices; 

identifying a collection of the connected energy storage 
devices that do not need to be recharged; 

determining a second amount of power consumed by the 
collection of the connected energy storage devices; 

determining a third amount of power by which power con 
Sumed by the power-consuming facility can be reduced 
based on the first amount and the second amount; and 

sending a message based on the determined third amount 
of power by which power consumed by the power-con 
suming facility can be reduced. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving an indication of an amount of power; and, 
in response to the indication, causing at least a portion of 

the power-consuming facility to be powered by the at 
least one energy storage device rather than the power 
received from the electric utility grid such that an 
amount of the received power consumed by the power 
consuming facility is reduced by at least the indicated 
amount. 

11. The method of claim 10 wherein the indicated amount 
of power is equal to an amount of power needed to maintain 
a grid frequency of the electric utility grid at a predetermined 
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value. 
12. The method of claim 9 wherein the power-consuming 

facility is a computer data center. 
13. The method of claim 10 wherein causing at least a 

portion of the power-consuming facility to be powered by the 
at least one energy storage device rather than the power 

60 

received from the electric utility grid comprises determining 
a set of the computing devices that will consume at least the 
indicated amount of power and causing at least some of the 
computing devices in the set to be powered by the connected 
energy storage devices rather than the power received from 
the electric utility grid. 
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14. The method of claim 13 wherein determining the set of 

computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power comprises determining a set of computing 
devices that will consume an amount of power in excess of the 
indicated amount of power, the amount of power in excess of 
the indicated amount of power being based on an expected 
failure rate of the energy storage devices. 

15. The method of claim 13 wherein determining the set of 
the computing devices that will consume at least the indicated 
amount of power comprises determining a set of computing 
devices that will consume at least the indicated amount of 
power based on one or more models of power consumed by 
the computing devices for a given utilization. 

16. A system comprising: 
a power-consuming facility configured to receive electrical 

power from an electric utility grid; 
at least one energy storage device located at the power 

consuming facility, the energy storage device compris 
ing multiple energy storage devices configured to store 
electrical energy from the electrical power received 
from the electric utility grid and connect to computing 
devices such that a power management system is able to 
cause the computing devices to be powered by the 
energy storage devices; and, 

the power management system is configured to: 
receive an indication of an amount of power; 
determine a set of computing devices that will consume 

an amount of power in excess of the indicated amount 
of power, the amount of power in excess of the indi 
cated amount of power being based on an expected 
failure rate of the energy storage devices; and, 

cause at least some of the computing devices in the set to 
be powered by the connected energy storage devices 
such that an amount of the received power consumed 
by the power-consuming facility is reduced by at least 
the indicated amount. 

17. A system comprising: 
a power-consuming facility configured to receive electrical 

power from an electric utility grid; 
at least one energy storage device located at the power 

consuming facility, the energy storage device compris 
ing multiple energy storage devices configured to store 
electrical energy from the electrical power received 
from the electric utility grid and connect to computing 
devices such that a power management system is able to 
cause the computing devices to be powered by the 
energy storage devices; and, 

the power management system is configured to: 
receive an indication of an amount of power; 
determine a computing load of one or more of the com 

puting devices, wherein power consumed by the com 
puting devices varies based on the computing load of 
the computing devices and the computing load of the 
computing device varies from an idle computing 
capacity to a maximum computing capacity; 

determine a set of the computing devices that will con 
Sume at least the indicated amount of power based on 
the determined computing loads and one or more 
models of power consumed by the computing devices 
for a given computing load; and, 

cause at least some of the computing devices in the set to 
be powered by the connected energy storage devices 
such that an amount of the received power consumed 
by the power-consuming facility is reduced by at least 
the indicated amount. 
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